
 
Sacred  
Leadership 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I have thought about the theme of Sacred Leadership, I’ve wondered what images come to your mind when you saw the title, “Sacred Leadership”.  (Pause for answers from the group)



“How can you draw close to 
God when you are far from 
your own self? Grant, Lord, 
that I may know myself, that 

I may know thee.”  
St. Augustine  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In A.D. 400, St. Augustine wrote, “How can you draw close to God when you are far from your own self? Grant, Lord, that I may know myself, that I may know thee.” 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m not sure how wise it is to quote John Calvin in a gathering of mostly Methodists, but he argued that one could not truly know God without knowing oneself and that one couldn’t truly know oneself without knowing God. (Institutes, 1.1.1).



Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the ways we come to know God is by knowing our selves that means not just our conscious Selves, but also those parts of our selves that frequently are false, and ultimately, the shadow side of our personality. Parker Palmer: Leading from Within speaks of this:He identifies five shadow issues:	1.  Identity and self worth	Everything that irritates us about others can lead us to an understanding of ourselves.(Carl Jung)	2.  Belief that the universe is a battle ground	3.  Functional Atheism	4.  Fear	5.  Denial of Death



Presenter
Presentation Notes
If Sacred leadership is about anything it is about living from a deep well of faith that is rooted in scripture, centered in Christ and serves in love. 	+Today we will attempt to capture this movement of grace as we look at       Sacred Leadership	+Emotional Intelligence	+Adaptive Leadership



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Close with story of living water



Lead With 
Emotional Insight 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do you have any idea how dangerous it is to not be in touch with your feelings and their effect on others? Watch this video clip from the movie Jobs where Steve Jobs fires an employee because he lacks the vision as the rest of the team.



Tell about a recent work related event that 
became emotional.  
 
1. Did anyone lose control of his or her 
emotions during the event? If so, was their 
reaction or emotion an appropriate response 
to the event? How did their reaction affect 
the individuals involved? 
 
2. How would the situation have been 
different if emotions were kept in check?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask: What emotions did you see in that clip?We’ve all be part of emotionally charged and challenging situations. Turn to a partner and tell about a recent work related event that became emotional. Describe the body language involved as well as verbal and non-verbal communications that occurred. 1.	Did anyone lose control of his or her emotions during the event? 	If so, was their reaction or emotions an appropriate response to the event? 	How did their reaction affect the individuals involved?2.	How would the situation have been different if emotions were kept in check? 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emotional Intelligence DefinitionsMost probably the situations you described could have ended better if the participants were aware of the power of emotional intelligence. Two psychologists, Peter Salovey and John Mayer in 1990, developed the term Emotional Intelligence. They defined emotional intelligence as the ability to monitor one’s own and others’ feeling and emotions, to discriminate among them, and to use this information to guide one’s thinking and action.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Later Daniel Goleman expanded on their research and published 1995’s groundbreaking book, Emotional Intelligence, where he claimed that emotional intelligence may be more important than IQ (Intelligence Quotient), and that you can improve your emotional intelligence.Between 2002 and 2013, Goleman and colleagues took years of research about Emotional Intelligence, brain research and leadership styles and determined that a leader’s emotional competencies have an enormous impact on the effectiveness of his/her leadership and on an organization’s success.  



Why do you think a 
leader’s emotions directly 

affect his or her 
leadership abilities? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask: Why do you think a leader’s emotions directly affect his or her leadership abilities?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Great leaders move us. They ignite our passion and inspire the best in us. Great leadership works through the emotions. Understanding the powerful role of emotions in the workplace sets the best leaders apart from the rest—not just in tangibles such as better results and the retention of talent or the growth of the church, but also in the all-important intangibles, such as higher morale, motivation, and commitment.



Personal 
Competence 

Social 
Competence 

Self-Awareness Social Awareness 

Self-Management Relationship 
Management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To help people understand the power of Emotional Intelligence, Goleman and others identified 18 emotional competencies within four emotional intelligence domains.  Subsequently, the four domains were further divided into personal and social categories.Though several interpretations of Goldman’s work exist, during our brief overview we’ll focus on this framework while highlighting a few of the key competencies.Personal Competence: Social Awareness and Self-Management:Let’s take a look at Personal Competence. Theses capabilities determine how we manage ourselves.Two of the four emotional domains comprise personal competence: Self -Awareness and Self Management. Each domain consists of unique competencies. Let’s briefly explore each domain.



Self-Awareness 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Self-Awareness: Emotional awareness involves reading one’s own emotions and recognizing their impact. Self-aware people often claim, “I had a gut feeling or intuition.”



Tell about a time you used 
your “gut sense” or 
intuition to guide a 

decision.  
 

What happened? 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask: Turn to a partner and tell about a time you used your “gut sense” or intuition to guide a decision. What happened?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Self-Awareness also includes the ability to know one’s strengths and limits. It is an imperative for leadership. You need to discover who you are before you can lead others, before you can help them and before they will trust you. Leaders who are more aware are able to develop skills that will help them manage their own emotions, allowing them to respond more effectively to situations that come up. Instead of reacting to their emotions, they are able to engage their thinking capacity to come up with better decisions. Leaders who react from their emotions without filtering them can severely damage relationships and increase mistrust amongst their staff.



Assessment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Periodically conducting accurate self-assessment increases one’s self-awareness.Self-Assessments will result in profound understanding of one’s self worth and capabilities.Let’s do a quick assessment now.(Direct people to handout.)Ask: Why is it important for leaders to understand their strongest characteristics?



Self-Management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Self-Management:The second domain is Self-Management.  The primary competency here is emotional self-control. Emotional self-control requires that we contain disruptive emotions and keep impulses under control.  Think back to our opening video clip. How would you rate Job’s ability to demonstrate self-control?Leaders who excel at self-management are transparent and adaptable. They display honesty and integrity and are flexible in changing situations or facing obstacles.Self-managed leaders take initiative and adopt an optimistic point of view.Finally, leaders who excel at self-management are driven by a sense of achievement for themselves and those they lead, developing everyone as lifelong learners.BM: Share a way you practice self-management. If you need an idea—see below.BM Here are a few ideas:•	Be consistent. Part of managing oneself is the ability to be stable. The values you hold should always be transparent. Always changing cannot only cause others to question your beliefs, but it can also cause you to become confused about what you truly believe.•	Stick to the plan. If you are scheduled to complete a particular task, do it. Don’t just do it, but make sure it is done in a timely manner. It is easy to feel out of control when you disregard the plan you are to follow.•	Be accountable. There are times when things don’t work out as you plan, but you have to be able to admit that and then use your flexibility to get things back on track. The ideal result is that you easily bounce back and complete the task, but even during those times when this is not the case, you are expected to adjust.•	Educate yourself. We live in an ever-changing world and you want to be able to keep up with it. Don’t let change pass you by, embrace it. Be an avid reader. Talk and listen to mentors and peers. They may know something that could help you along your journey.



S i l A  
Social Awareness 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social Competence:Let’s take a look at the second category of Social Competence. The capabilities in these two domains determine how we manage relationships.Social Awareness: EmpathyThe third domain is Social Awareness.  A primary competency of social awareness is empathy. Empathy is sensing others’ emotions, understanding their perspective and taking an active interest in others’ concerns.  In order for empathy to work, a person must first be able to recognize, classify, and understand his or her own feelings.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simply put, empathy is the ability to put oneself into the mental shoes of another person to understand his or her emotions and feelings.



 
Sympathy=“I” 
 

Empathy=“You” 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can confuse sympathy with empathy. Sympathy shows that you care about someone else’s situation. A example of a sympathy statement is when Julie says, “Tom, I’m really sorry about your husband’s accident.”A sympathy statement begins with an “I” declaration.  It’s about how I feel about you.Empathy is a different emotion. Empathy expresses the notion that I understand how you feel right now. For example, Tom says, “Charles, you must be angry about what that congregant just said to you.” A good empathy statement acknowledges how the other person is feeling at the moment. Tom’s statement has nothing to do with how John is feeling, but everything to do with John understanding how Julius is feeling. An empathy statement usually involves a “you” statement.The use of “I” versus “you” can help you distinguish empathy from sympathy.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Organizational awareness, the ability to read the processes and overt and covert systems in an organization, is another competency associated with social awareness. When we can accurately identify the decision networks and the spoken and unspoken rules in an organization, we have a better opportunity to lead successfully by effectuating positive, healthy change.



Relationship 
Management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Relationship Management:The fourth and final domain is Relationship Management. Relationship management is integral to the growth and prosperity of the church in the 21st century. The majority of the competencies within this domain relate to how leaders engage, collaborate with and persuade others to move in new directions, resolve conflicts, and embrace a new vision.



Relationship 
Management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the key competencies in this domain is inspirational leadership.  Inspirational leaders guide and motivate with a compelling vision. Most of us have had the opportunity to work alongside an inspirational leader. BM: Briefly share about a leader who inspired you.



 
Tell about an inspirational 
leader you know and how 

he or she inspired you. 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask: Turn to a partner and tell about an inspirational leader you know and how he or she inspired you.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We remember inspirational leaders and what they motivated us to do. Jesus was an emotional leader. He inspired the disciples. He motivated the 72 and he continues to inspire and motivate today. There are (insert number of people in the room) who are inspired and motivated, convicted even, by Jesus.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emotional Intelligence Outcomes:A leader who embraces the competencies associated with emotional intelligence will exhibit the following behaviors. The list is on your handout—so I’m only going to highlight a few.BM (Name a few)In the area of Personal Competence:Your decisions will be based on emotional and cognitive information.You’ll excuse yourself from meetings when your emotional state is not helpful to the situation.You’ll be aware of emotional contagion and shield yourself from negativity.You’ll work your own feelings into planning and responding to others. Individuals with whom you interact know that you’re a feeling, caring person.You’ll “roll with the punches” when it comes to changes within your organization and between your organization and others. You control and use your feelings so you are flexible.In the area of Social Awareness:You’ll consider the emotional needs of staff members, volunteers, congregants and neighbors.When emotions are strong, you’ll offer your staff the opportunity to reflect and to vent in order for them and you to come to terms with their feelings.You’ll use emotional contagion when you are feeling positive, passionate, and excited about work-related issues. You “spread the news.”You’ll consider other’s feelings when making decisions and work your understanding of those feelings into your responses.You’ll work with others to adjust to change. You help others understand their feelings and encourage them toward change and flexibility.



• Tell about a situation where 
employing one of more of these 
behaviors would have helped you 
lead more successfully. 
 

• How might these behaviors help 
you become a more adaptive 
leader? 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Questions:Tell about a situation where employing one of more of these behaviors would have helped you lead more successfully.How might these behaviors help you become a more adaptive leader?



“No one cares how much you know,  
until they know how much you care.” 

T. Roosevelt  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ClosingTheodore Roosevelt said, “No one cares how much you know, until they know how much you care.” As emotionally intelligent leaders, we can show others we care.As Professional Administrators of the United Methodist Connectional Structure, your leadership is crucial.  Your mindful and steady support of your pastors, District Superintendents, Bishops, and others, serves to empower, energize, and lead(!) me, us, and one another.



Sacred  
Leadership 
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